Claremont Covid Catch-Up Funding Strategy 2020 - 2021
Government Advice
Schools should use this funding for specific activities to support their pupils to catch up for lost teaching over the previous months, in line with the guidance on curriculum expectations for
the next academic year.
Schools have the flexibility to spend their funding in the best way for their cohort and circumstances. https://www.gov.uk/guidance/coronavirus-covid-19-catch-up-premium
To support schools to make the best use of this funding, the Education Endowment Foundation (EEF) has published a support guide for schools with evidence-based approaches to catch
up for all students. Schools should use this document to help them direct their additional funding in the most effective way. This could include, for example:
• small group or one-to-one tuition (particularly through the National Tutoring Programme)
•

summer programmes to help re-engage pupils or extra teaching capacity from September

Aims:
1. Support a recovery curriculum that ensures explicit links between content and National Curriculum, including Relationships and Health Education, and vulnerable groups. Whole
school accurate planning from baselines to secure National expectations or above (Data from initial assessments in September 2020)
2. Develop and embed a whole school culture which supports positive mental and physical wellbeing for children and staff
1. Summary information
Total number of pupils based
on Census 01.10.2020

430

Number of pupils eligible for catch up
funding

430

430 x £80 = £34,400
(appears to be based on 434 pupils: £34,720)

First tranch to LA

30.09.2020

Amount- approx.25% £8,600 of
provisional offer

October 2020 Advance
received (appear to be funded on 434 pupils): £8,680

8680

Second tranch to LA

Early 2021

Amount- £46.67 per pupil

Date received (expect approx. £11,575)
March 2021 : £11,390

11575

Third tranch to LA

Summer
term 2021

Amount- £33.33 per pupil

Date received (expect approx.£14,465)

14330

June 2021: £14,330

Amount to carry forward to academic year 2021/22: Extended Recovery Teacher to December for English and Maths to work with year 4.

£4865

Headteacher

Carla Van der
Zanden

Candi Roberts

Link Governor
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2. Barriers to future attainment
A.

Emotional needs of children including those with SEND, PLAC and Pupil premium pupils

B.

Impact of lack of schooling due to COVID 19 and lack of attendance due to either waiting for testing; COVID related illness in the family

C.

Progress hindered by lockdown: National Lockdown: 4th January 2021- 8th March 2021

3. Desired outcomes

A.

Desired outcomes and how they will be measured

Success criteria

For wellbeing and involvement of all children to increase as a result of feeling well supported through
whole school initiatives and interventions.

Wellbeing and involvement increases.
Staff audit of skills to support pupils and staff- training as required
Introduction of RHE- training as required
Outcomes and progress improve, closing the gap between PP and non
PP pupils. SEND and non SEND
Children are identified and support quickly follows. This support is
effective and outcomes improve as a result. This will be monitored at
PPR
Whole school policy and practice is consistent across the school.

Lead: HT: Candi Roberts and AHT: Jenny James (JJ)
B.

Children are able to make accelerated progress compared with like schools due to catch up strategies
in place

Lead: HT: Candi Roberts and DHT: Sarah Seddon

Baseline assessments identify gaps which are addressed through quality
first teaching.
Planning links specifically to pupil need
Improved outcomes.
Books show progress over time.
Engagement and wellbeing increase.
Teaching is at least good in all classes.

Planned expenditure
Term and Desired outcome

Chosen action / approach and
approximate cost

What is the evidence and
rationale for this choice?

How will you ensure it
is implemented well?

lead

When will you
review
implementation?

Final Cost

A. For wellbeing and
involvement of all pupils,
including those identified
PPG children to increase as
a result of feeling well
supported through whole

KCC TEP Wellbeing Specialist to
support audit of skills and CPD:

Audit staff skills to develop and
embed whole school culture
around wellbeing• Pastoral Leads
• Mental health First Aiders
• PSHE/RHE lead

Pastoral lead meeting

JJ

Reviewed termly

£900

£900
Internal staff training
£0
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school initiatives and
interventions.
Term 1/ 2 review

Pupil Progress Meetings focussed on pupil wellbeing
JJ carried out audit with wellbeing specialist KH

Term 3 review: Pastoral

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Appointed a new whole school pastoral lead to replace CH.
Re arranged provision with agreement with EB to support whole school rather than phase.
JJ had review with Kelly H- roll out of MHFAs for both children and staff
Wellbeing Birds (term 2) Monsters (Term 3) successfully rolled out and supporting pupils. Pupils and staff engaged well and consistently used.
Limited impact due to newness and now national lockdown
Assemblies support WB/M and School values being maintained and linked together- daily including HT/DHT/AHT assembly.
DSL weekly meetings to ensure full engagement
SENCo/ HT weekly meetings to ensure consistent learning and appropriate provision maintained
Regular Pastoral Lead meetings
EP remote visits/ internal visits to support pupils
Counsellor support maintained for children and families
During National Lockdown- devices, food hampers: FSM, places in school deployed as appropriate for those more vulnerable including PLAC
Daily live sessions (20mins)- am register, (10mins) pm to follow- whole class M&F, small groups W,Th,F for chatting
PSHE/ RHE lessons included in remote learning sessions as well as internal

In addition to support staff:
• Staff Coffee mornings organised for each phase, team
• 1:1 supervision available if required
• Support with challenging parents
• Implementing new TEAMS approach carefully and slowly to avoid antagonising stress levels
Next Steps:
• Positive behaviour Policy to include safer digital behaviours- √
• application for strategies into situations and discussions without prompting √
• Implement and embed MHFA √
• ‘Intervention’ Personalised support by TPs/ TSAs to begin following TEAMs training for all pupils including those with EHCP starting week beginning
25.01.2021 √
Term 4 Review

Limited review due to lockdown and whole school return only 4 weeks
Pastoral team has met and made changes in-line with staff requests for set up of buddies

Term 5 Review

New pastoral system in place and introduced to whole school via assemblies, class discussions and circle times.
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Zones of regulation displays in all classes following trial in year 5 classes.
Staff training delivered by JJ and CS
Pupil Wellbeing Ambassadors training to support other pupils.
1:1 supervision in place for all staff including statutory supervision for EY team
Term 6 Review

Assembly completed in term 6 for children around ways they can support their own wellbeing. Posters created for each key stage which give
the children ideas for how they can move from each zone back to the green zone.
Second buddies session for teachers took place (socially distanced in person) in the garden with the new system and was successful.
Wellbeing Ambassadors are now supporting children in R, Y1 and Y2.
The Wellbeing Ambassadors and Digital Leaders have created a film for the website to explain their roles.
MHFA support, school counsellor and specialist TP support ongoing.

B. Children are able to
make accelerated progress
compared with like
schools due to catch up
strategies in place for
Reading, Writing and
Maths

Purchase of an iPAD trolley with
class set of 32 iPADs.
Approximately £14,000
JC (SBM) to lead on purchase
• iPads£327.680 x 32: £11445.76
• iPad charging trolley
£988.430 x 1 : £ 988.43
• Meraki licence
£25 x 32
£ 800.00
• iPad protection covers
£15 x32
£ 480.00
• Set up/ Installation
£470 x 2
£ 940.00
£14654.19

This will allow subject specific
intervention to take place
independently and regularly by
pupils as identified by teachers.
JJ- English strategic lead
JG- maths strategic lead

Monitoring of use, and
impact through pupil
data drops, and analysis

SS

Review termly

£14654.19

Books scrutiny

Software:

Spelling & Maths frame licences
(8)

£240

Sir Linkalot
£512

Purchase approved by Governing
Body 19.10.2020
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Term 2 Review: iPADS

05.11.2020
Hi Jenny and Joe
I hope you have had a good day.
I am updating our catch up plans. The iPADs are starting to arrive. They are not ready to use yet, and we must have a clear plan before they are.
So I have some questions for both subjects:
What software have you decided on for the iPADs for Reading?
What software have you decided on for the iPADs for Maths?
How are identifying who will have use them?
How will you ensure the iPADs are used for recovery intervention and not general use? It is important that this year this set of iPADS is used
differently from the general class set
How will you monitor the impact?
Thanks, Candi

MATHEMATICS: Joe
Gerrard

What software have you decided on for the iPADs for Maths? I think the best software to use on the iPads are the ones we already use:
Numbots:
•
•
•
•

Who? All children operating below end of Year 3 ARE expectations in Year 3 and 2.
What? Number, specifically adding and subtracting
Personalised learning? No, this is a programme that a child has to work through. They have to start at the start!
Cost? No additional cost because our license covers us for all children in the school.

TTRS - Times Tables Rockstars:
•
•
•
•

Who? All children in Years 2 – 6
What? Times tables!
Personalised learning? Yes, you can set specific tables, or set the adaptive course.
Cost? No additional cost because our license covers us for all children in the school.

Mathletics:
-

Who? All children operating at any level, including above, in Year 3-6.
What? All topics within maths
Personalised learning? Yes, individual task(s) can be set that match an individual's gaps
Cost? No additional cost because our license covers us for all children in Y3 - Y6 in the school.

How are you identifying who will have use them?
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In Year 1-6, I propose that we use Otrack to identify which children have fallen behind baseline / September 2020 versus Spring 2020. If there are too
many children, I suggest that we use Star Maths data to rank the children in Year 3-6 in order to prioritise. I have written to Renaissance (the company that
provide Star) to see if they provide a report to help with this. See below:
I have been tasked by my headteacher to identify the children that have fallen behind as a result of school closure. I would like to use NRSS to do this. I
would like to run a report that shows every child’s NRSS in the school on two specific dates: one before school closure and one now, and the positive or
negative difference. I want to then rank the difference in order to identify which children have regressed the most in order to prioritise spending of
government catch-up money. I then want to repeat the process at a later date to judge the impact of any intervention. Do you offer this as a report? I think
many schools would be interested.
Will Pupil Premium children be prioritised over other children?
How will you monitor the impact?
In order to monitor impact, I suggest the target for the end of the year, Summer 2021, should be Spring level 2020 + 4 sub-levels, e.g. S2 becomes H3.
How will you ensure the iPADs are used for recovery intervention and not general use? It is important that this year this set of iPADS is used differently
from the general class set.
I wonder if there is a way that Paul can put shortcuts on the iPads so that they are only used for the programmes identified.
ENGLISH: Jenny James

What software have you decided on for the iPADs for Reading?
We have been looking into apps to support phonics and spelling, which have an impact on both reading and writing. CC and MM have been researching
apps for spelling (although from our conversation on Friday, I think it is likely to be Sir Linkalot, which has also been recommended by Penny Bill at the
English leaders meeting) along with some other websites to support English.
How are identifying who will have use them?
Some of this will come from the data (the children who have dipped or not made progress since last Easter) but also teacher identification for spelling as this is only part of writing, but has a huge impact by the end of KS2).
How will you ensure the iPADs are used for recovery intervention and not general use? It is important that this year this set of iPADS is used differently
from the general class set
iPads allocated to specific pupils whose data shows a need following lockdown.
How will you monitor the impact?
There should be an increase in attainment for writing but also in the spelling assessment that everyone will be doing now as part of their GPS tests. For
reading, we really need to set Accelerated Reader up again as this gives us a way to monitor progress even more closely. I will look into how we might
timetable the library around the tables.
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Term 3 Review:
iPADs

National Lockdown has meant that we are using the iPADs for the key worker/ vulnerable children attending schools as they have all new software
including Microsoft TEAMs on them, and we do not have enough of the older iPADs to support. This is allowing all pupils in school to access their home
learning etc, and have opportunity for those apps set up for recovery.

(C.Hindered by lockdown)
Rotas for access in school hindered due to lockdown
The apps are in use and pupils are signpost to them at home during the remote learning offer
-

TEAMS
Maths: Numbots, Mathemetics, Times tables Rockstars
English: Spelling Frame, Reading Eggs, Accelerated Reader

•

English to purchase Sir Linkalot √

Next Steps:

Term 4 Review

Limited review due to National Lockdown; full school return only 4 weeks
Sir linkalot purchased
iPADs in use for intervention- using pupils identified prior to National lockdown in the first instance.
PPR booked for BoT5

Term 5 Review

Too soon to show impact

Term 6 Review

Impact of iPAD purchase: SS
Number of children using
iPads

Expected + progress
Accelerated progress

Reading
15 children

10 = 67%
1 = 7%

Writing (spelling)
25 children
3 of which do not have
confirmed writing data
yet
20 = 80%
7 = 28%

Maths
23 children

19 = 83%
2 = 9%

Where there has not been expected progress made, this is predominantly in Years 2 and 3, where pupils have other additional identified needs.
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3. Children are able to
make accelerated progress
compared with like
schools due to catch up
strategies in place, for
Reading, Writing and
Maths

Provision for Intervention: targeted academic support- 1:1 and small group
Teacher to cover (EEF) based on internal baselining September 2020:

Data drops
Pupil Progress Meeting
Writing Recovery
Teacher report

1)
Mainscale Teacher on a fixed term contract with a start date of
01.11.2020 and an end date of 31.08.2021
4 afternoons per week (10.4 hours)
Costing the school approx. £1065 per calendar month (£10,650 approx.
annual cost)

13.11.2020
Recruited Tamara
Bundell

Termly

Baseline whole school: Sept
2020

Writing Recovery Teacher

-

£13 549
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Baseline: Teachers
identified specific pupils
Sept: 2020

2)
Upper payscale Teacher on a fixed term contract with a start date
of 01.11.2020 and an end date of 31.08.2021
4 afternoons per week (10.4 hours)
Costing the school approx. £1425 per calendar month (£14,250 approx.
annual cost)

Interventions to start
23.11.2020 or
30.11.2020

Year 3 writing
Children identified
Year 4 writing
Children identified

-

Library

PPG reading, writing, mathematics
SEN reading, writing, mathematics
Children identified
Elder Writing Support
Children identified
Linden: Writing Support
Children identified
Whitebeam:
Children identified
Term 3 Review: Data

Whole school End of Autumn data drop:

See Term on Term analysis for progress in catch up to previous years EoA term 2019 v EoA term 2021
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National Lockdown: Intervention/ 1:1 groups to support both through remote learning offer at home, and extension of that, and for those Key worker/
Vulnerable pupils in school.
Next steps:
• Consider how to use assessment in a meaningful way following National Lockdown in order to identify continued progress and attainment √
• Consider use of meaningful and sustainable feedback √
Term 3 Review: Writing
Recovery
(C. Hindered by lockdown)

All pupils grouped, and provision started by end of November- see above.
National Lockdown has paused work, and contract has been extended until the end of the academic year to ensure that continued support and provision
for pupils allows for catch up and transition into next year group.

Term 4 Review

National Lockdown- full reopening of school only 4 weeks- Impact evaluation report from writing Recovery teacher requested for T5 week 2
No summative assessment taking place in school on return.
STAR maths/reading planned for BoT5
Writing Recovery Group Impact:
88% pupils made expected progress and above
69% made significant progress
88% children showed transferral of skills into classroom-based writing.

Term 5 Review

Discussions during 3yr Budget setting meeting of things to consider
Extending WR teacher contract to writing and maths until Christmas to further support yr4 to maintain focus on recovery for those already
identified for both writing and maths
More IPADs to purchase to consider
1:1 support- approximately £4000 to consider

Term 6 Review

Writing Recovery Group:TB
Synopsis: Pupils were identified as requiring additional support with their writing due to progress being hindered by periods of remote learning. An
individualised writing recovery programme to support each child’s needs was devised, which focused on essential criteria for respective year groups. All
pupils received 8-12 thirty-five-minute sessions in total during Terms 5 & 6. Despite the fact that this programme was briefer and the sessions were of
shorter duration than previous programme (see Headline Report: Terms 2-5 for details), we have still seen encouraging levels of progress in the children.
Impact: Of the 17 children included in the programme, 91% of children have made expected or above progress, with 41% made significant progress.
xx (xx%) children showed transferral of skills into classroom-based writing. (So far 8 out of 9 children have shown transferral of skills; complete data for this
will be available w/c 12/7/21.) See portfolio for evidence.
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Provisional End of Year
Attainment Data

You will see that writing is still a focus for the current year 3s; 19 of who are in the low attainers group.
Action: Recovery teacher for Autumn Term 2021 in year 4 (current year 3s) to work alongside class teachers to implement a keep up not catch up
approach-see top box for funding.
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July 7th 2021 Provisonal End of Year Review
4.Impact of Desired
outcomes

Desired outcomes and how they will
be measured

Success criteria

Impact/ Outcome/ Comments

A

For wellbeing and involvement of all
children to increase as a result of feeling
well supported through whole school
initiatives and interventions.

Wellbeing and involvement increases.
Staff audit of skills to support pupils and stafftraining as required

Wellbeing survey showed a supportive environment
mid year. Stakeholders sureveys currently in
operation.

Introduction of RSHE- training as required
Whole school policy and practice is consistent across
the school.

RSHE being taught in all classes, INSET training
focussed on additional DfE module.

Outcomes and progress improve, closing the gap
between Pupil Premium (PP) and non-Pupil Premium
pupils. SEND and non-SEND

Outcomes and progress for PP v non PP and SEND v
Non SEND show an inconsistent comparative as only
17/436 PP including those in receipt of Free School
Meals (FSM- 12) and 16/436 SEN.
Provisional data- subject to change:
- Reading Progress shows 81% PP v 93% non-PP
- Writing progress shows 88% PP v 92% non-PP
- Maths progress shows 88% PP v 93% non-PP
- RWM progress shows 75% PP v 84% non-PP
-

Children are identified and support quickly follows.
This support is effective and outcomes improve as a
result. This will be monitored at Pupil Progress
Review

Lead: HT: Candi Roberts and AHT: Jenny
James (JJ)

Reading Progress shows 37% SEN v 95% non-SEN
Writing progress shows 44% SEN v 94% non-SEN
Maths progress shows 67% SEN v 94% non-SEN
RWM progress shows 18% SEN v 87% non-SEN

Pupils have been identified at 3 x ppr and
intervention in place. EHCP objectives have been
monitored by SEN- including personal targets.
Pastoral Team work will children to support
improvements in their progress.
Additional Support assistants have been recruited to
further support pupils with SEN and EHCP
commencing Autumn 2021.
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B

Children are able to make accelerated
progress compared with like schools due to
catch up strategies in place

Baseline assessments identify gaps which are
addressed through quality first teaching.

See data for attainment- term 6 review- this has
been tracked throughout the year.

Planning links specifically to pupil need and
Improved outcomes.

Teachers have been smart in their planning and
assessment to ensure gaps are promptly addressed.
PPA with year group partners, planning and high
expectations reinforced during learning byte and
staff meetings across all areas. Staff meeting
planning time allocated in addition to PPA

Books show progress over time.

Moderation of English and Maths as a whole teacher
team has allowed for validity of outcome through
book looks, teacher knowledge and test results.
June 2021: KCC School Improvement Advisor said
English and Maths books showed good progress over
time.

Teaching is at least good in all classes.
Engagement and wellbeing increase.

Lesson drop ins but HT and DHT to all teachers
showed quality first teaching is high and evident in all
classes, and pupil engagement is high.

Lead: HT: Candi Roberts and DHT: Sarah
Seddon
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